Your Commute Just Got Easier
Introducing uberPOOL, Lyft Line, and Via ride options

How does it work?
You can now use your Diversified Administration Corporation commuter benefit and pre-tax dollars to pay for eligible uberPOOL, Lyft Line, and Via rides associated with your daily commute. No longer will you have to be at the mercy of public transit schedules. Simply request a ride via the appropriate app, select your benefit debit card as your payment method, and start saving.

Where can I use this service?
While not available everywhere, you can use your commuter benefit for eligible uberPOOL, Lyft Line, and Via rides — minimum of six passengers required — in the following cities:

**uberPOOL**
- Atlanta, GA
- Boston, MA
- Chicago, IL
- Denver, CO
- Las Vegas, NV
- Los Angeles, CA
- Miami, FL
- New York, NY
- Philadelphia, PA
- San Diego, CA
- San Francisco, CA
- Seattle, WA
- State of New Jersey
- Washington DC

**Lyft Line**
- Atlanta, GA
- Austin, TX
- Boston, MA
- Chicago, IL
- Denver, CO
- Las Vegas, NV
- Los Angeles, CA
- Miami, FL
- Nashville, TN
- New Jersey, NJ
- New York, NY
- Philadelphia, PA
- Portland, OR
- San Diego, CA
- San Francisco, CA
- Seattle, WA
- Silicon Valley
- Washington DC

**Via**
- Chicago, IL
- New York, NY
- Washington DC

How do I use my commuter benefit for this service?

1. **Enroll**
   Elect to participate in commuter benefits

2. **Connect**
   Add your benefits debit card to your ride accounts

3. **Pay**
   Select your benefits debit card as your payment option

Questions?
Call us at 888-322-2524